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 FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS  

  
North Zone™ Hard Hats  
 Setting a New Standard for Hard Hat Comfort.  
  
Q:   Are the Honeywell North Zone Hard Hats easy to adjust?  
A:   Yes, we have incorporated a 3-level height adjustment (Low, 
       Medium, High) for greater comfort, stability, balance and retention. We 

also have a front adjustment (S, M/L & XL) which is located under the 
removable sweatband. 

  
Q:   Do the Hard Hats have slots for earmuffs/face shields?   
A:   Yes, the North Zone Hard Hats come with slots for easy mounting of 
       earmuffs/faceshields.  
  
Q:   How many types of suspensions are available to order with the North Zone?  
A:   There are two types of suspensions, the Ratchet and Quick-fit (Pin Lock). The easy-grip ratchet has a smooth 

and precise headband adjustment and the pin lock has easy snap-in adjustment so users can customize the fit to 
suit their own preferences. The SKU’s for each can be found on the pricing sheet as well as the ordering 
information on the brochure. 

  
Q:    What is the rear comfort cradle?  
A:    The rear comfort cradle is a feature that has been added near the rear ratchet. It enhances fit and balance 

without the need to overtighten the suspension, making the North Zone even more comfortable and ensuring 
that it stays in place the entire shift. The comfort cradle can be removed should the user want to eliminate it, 
clean it, or replace it with a new one.   

 
Q: What styles does North Zone come in? 
A: A standard cap style and a full brim style for additional side protection and protection form the elements. 
  
Q:    Can you add custom logos?  
A:    Yes, the contemporary, lightweight and sleek shell design has 4 large areas for custom logo imprinting or other 

personalization options.  For more details on our custom imprint program please contact the Customer Care 
Department. 

  
Q:    Is the North Zone Hard Hats available in multiple colors?  
A:    Yes, the North Zone is available in 17 different color options to suit your needs (either full brim or cap style). The 
 SKU’s for each can be found on the pricing sheet as well as the ordering information on the brochure.   
  
Q:    Is the sweatband removable?  
A:    Yes, the sweatband is removable as well as absorbs four times more liquid than previous models and 

evaporates sweat faster, resulting in improved worker temperature regulation.  
  
Q:    Does the Honeywell North Zone Hard Hat meet standard requirements?  
A:    Yes it meets both ANSI Z89.1-2014 and CSA Z94.1-2015, approved for reversed donning.      
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